Clients and designers of construction projects are increasingly specifying attractive and efficient light lines using sustainable LED lighting equipment. LED lighting offers endless creative possibilities. Depending on the illumination requirements, these light lines can be used to replace traditional lighting equipment or can form a extraordinary part of an overall lighting plan.

Architectural light lines, sustainable light sources and materials and user safety: ILLUNOX® combines these elements in a carefully thought-out application featuring stylish stainless steel. A highly practical illuminated stair rail or balustrade is now within reach.

The added value of ILLUNOX® handrails in terms of its design and flexibility shines through with the Red Dot Award Product Design 2015.
ILLUNOX® CHARACTERIZED

Using ILLUNOX® a custom stainless steel (possibly glazed) balustrade or wall mounted handrail can be designed to suit projects of all kinds. The form and diameter of the handrail profile can be specified by the designer. A range of light intensities and colours are available to meet the site-specific lighting requirements. The equipment features high quality OSRAM LEDs, and the handrail supports and baluster adaptors have been specially designed to slot smoothly into the ILLUNOX® profile so that they can easily be attached at the required positions, without interrupting the light line.

The ILLUNOX® system is equally suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

ILLUNOX® APPLICATION

Adequate lighting is essential around staircases, footpaths and ramps. Good lighting is the key to a robustly designed environment which is safe for its occupants. ILLUNOX® gives the handrail or balustrade a whole new additional function: fully-integrated LED lighting transforms them into a functional designer light fixture. Suitable for use in:

- Offices
- Hotels, restaurants, theatres and cinemas
- Shopping centres
- Hospitals and care homes
- Parking garages
- Pedestrian zones
- Railway and metro stations
- Airports
- Private homes

WHY ILLUNOX®?

- Functional lighting in stainless steel design
- Continuous light lines
- Safe lighting for pedestrians
- Suitable for indoors or outdoors
- Selection of handrail shapes, light intensities and colours
- As wall-mounted or post-mounted handrails applicable
- Sustainable LED lighting and materials
- Custom designs are possible

FURTHER INFORMATION?

Additional technical information can be found on www.illunox.com. For expert support throughout your project, please contact one of our advisors.
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